Bluetooh Speakerphone

User's manual

This type Bluetooth speakerphone with an elegant appearance and adopts the newest CSR Bluetooth Chip, it adopts HD-Voice and DSP technology, and supports dual connection. With CE and FCC certifications, it is a high quality Bluetooth speakerphone, it will supply crystal-clear and pure sound quality for you. This product have a 'Global First' AUTO-answering function, also it is a High-Quality Bluetooth speakerphone with the TTS(Text to Speech) and voice prompt function. That is design for the user high on convenience and freedom, wireless communication, please enjoy using it. The product is supposed to render your safety and be more convenient while driving, for safety, it is suggested that you focus on driving and use your phone as little as possible.

1. Appearance:

2. Charging
A rechargeable battery is embedded in the product, we recommend charging the battery fully using the charger for 3 hours(approx.) before your first use (1). The embedded battery has low voltage protection. In case of low battery conditions, the Red LED indicator light flashes once every three seconds; continued use of the product may reduce the battery lifespan and standby time. The system will shutdown when low battery.

(2) The Red LED light is constantly on during charging, and will turn off when the charging is finished.

3. Power On/Off and Language Select
(1) Power On: When the speakerphone is under off mode, press and hold the "MFB" for 1 second until you hear a short beep, then the product will automatically connect with the last mobile phone it connected with
(2) Power Off: when the speakerphone is under standby mode, press and hold the "MFB" for 5 second until you hear a short beep, the product will be shutdown.
Note: After being disconnected with a mobile phone, there will be automatic shutdown after 10 minutes.
(3) Operating prompt language selection: when the speakerphone is under standby mode, press and hold the "V+" for 1 second to select the prompt language.

4. Pairing and Connection
Prior to using the Bluetooth speakerphone for the first time, it should be paired and connected manually with a Bluetooth mobile phone. Take the following step to finish the pairing
(1) In the power off status, press and hold the "MFB" for 3 second until the red and blue LED alternately flash, the speakerphone is ready for pairing
(2) Use your mobile phone search and connect this product "BT Speaker". If password is required, please enter "0000".
(3) Dual Connection:After finish the pairing and connection of the speakerphone to the first mobile phone, Press and hold the "MFB" for 3 seconds until the red and blue LED flash alternately to enter pairing mode again for pairing with a second mobile phone. Then, turn off the Bluetooth speakerphone, and the mobile phone will indicate Bluetooth disconnection, then press and hold the "MFB" for 1 second to power on the speakerphone again, and it will connect automatically to the above two mobile phones.
Note: After two minutes Pairing not to be finished, the Bluetooth speakerphone will power off automatically

5. Play MP3
(1) play /play: In the standby status, press "MFB" for 1 second, music play; In the music play status, press 1 second, music pause.
(2) PREV/NEXT: In the music play status, you can press(V+)-button to the PREV song, and press (V-) button to the NEXT song.
(3) Volume adjustment: press and hold "V+", "V-" button to adjust volume you like.

6. Using the Bluetooth car kit (Hands-free function)
(1) Answering a call
In the standby status, when there is an incoming call, say "YES" or press the "MFB" button once to answer the call, or speakerphone will automatically answer the phone call after voice report (TTS); in the power off status, when the phone calling, press "MFB" button once, it will finish power on, connecting, and answering in one time.
(2) Ending a call
While talking, press the "MFB" button once to hang up

7. Rejecting a call (Voice Control)
When there is an incoming call, press the "MFB" button twice to reject the call, or it can reject a call just say "NO" after cell-phone ring up and voice report.

8. Volume adjustment
While talking, press the "V+" or "V-" buttons to adjust for wanted volume

9. Factory Reset
Under standby mode, press the "MFB" button twice successively to dial the number last dialed

11. Bluetooth light indication

Speakerphone mode | LED indication
-------------------|-------------------
Pairing            | The red and blue lights flash alternately
Connected to device| The blue light flash every 6 seconds
Low voltage standby | The red light flash every 3 seconds
Factory reset      | The red and blue lights flash three times simultaneously
Charging           | The red light is constantly on
Charging finished  | The red light is off

9. Notes
(1) This speakerphone is in compliance with specified Bluetooth version. It does not guarantee compatibility of all functions on every Bluetooth enable device
(2) Do not place or store the speakerphone over the area of the safety airbag deployment, or it may cause serious injury when a safety airbag deploys

10. Technical Parameters
1. Bluetooth Version: Bluetooth V4.0
2. Operating Frequency: 2.402GHz-2.480GHz SIM
3. Output Power: Class 2, 10 meters
4. PROTocols supported: HSP and HFP, A2DP, AVRCP
5. Multi-Device pairing: Pairing records with 6 Bluetooth mobile phones
6. Standby time: 1000 hours/66 days
7. Talk time: 15-16 hours
8. Charging time: About 3 hours
9. Charging Voltage: DC 5.0V, 500 mA
10. Battery: 800mAh Polymer Batteries